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Global equities finished March strong, as encouraging 

economic data and signs central banks are preparing to 

loosen monetary policy boosted investors’ risk appetite. 

The MSCI World Index rose 3.27%, its fifth straight 

monthly increase, with Europe, North America and Asia 

Pacific up 3.86%, 3.22% and 2.58%, respectively. The 

S&P 500 Index gained 3.22%, also rising for a fifth 

month in a row on hopes the Federal Reserve will cut 

rates in 2024. The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield fell to 

4.20%, from 4.25% at the end of February, as the odds 

of a June Fed rate cut rose. West Texas Intermediate 

Crude Oil finished the month at $83.17, up from $78.26 

at the end of February, its third consecutive monthly 

gain amid signs of improving demand, geopolitical 

tensions, and sustained OPEC production cuts. The 

Bloomberg Commodity Index gained 3.31%. 

Performance and Attribution 
The sector rebounded in March, with both 
infrastructure-like and broader value chain sectors 
posting gains during the period. For a full summary of 
what contributed and detracted, please see below. 
 
Top Contributors: 

 Renewable Power & Infrastructure 
(infrastructure-like) 

 Power producers globally posted positive 
returns during the period. U.S.- and European-
based companies contributed the most during 
the month. 

 Water & Waste Infrastructure (infrastructure-
like) 

 Stocks in this sector continued to rally amid a 
positive fundamental outlook and investor 
sentiment. 

 Renewable Power & Infrastructure (broader 
value chain) 

 A U.S.-based solar module manufacturer 
outperformed during the period. 

 
Top Detractors:  

 Other Sustainable Infrastructure 
 A position in a U.S.-based communications 

infrastructure company detracted from returns 
during the month. 

 

 

Portfolio Positioning and Outlook 
Stabilizing inflation, subsiding supply chain headwinds, 
and a normalizing interest rate environment set the 
stage for an improving renewable power investing 
environment in 2024. Coupled with this better 
fundamental backdrop, we believe today’s attractive 
valuations offer a very enticing entry point into the asset 
class.  
 
We expect growing positive sentiment toward listed 
renewables and sustainable infrastructure amid several 
specific tailwinds we see supporting the group this year 
and beyond: declining equipment costs, improving costs 
of capital and continued demand for renewable 
deployments. 
 
We continue to highlight the importance of diversity 
within the renewables and sustainable infrastructure 
universe. Beyond “pure-play” renewables companies 
like power generators, wind turbines and solar panels, 
the universe includes waste management companies 
tied to the concept of a circular economy. We believe 
these companies have shown their ability to provide 
diversification to a renewables portfolio. 
 
We made the following position changes during the 
period: 
 

 Re-initiated a position in a company focused on 
smart meter solutions amid increasing demand, 
improving supply chain bottlenecks, and the 
potential for higher margins. 

 Initiated a position in a manufacturer of 
commercial and residential heating, ventilation, 
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. We see 
positive fundamental drivers for the business, 
particularly around commercial solutions and 
additional tailwinds related to growing data 
center demand. 

 Conversely, we exited an owner of sustainable 
infrastructure given what we felt were 
disappointing outcomes from management’s 
most recent strategic review. 

 We also exited a U.K. power producer to 
reduce exposure to merchant power price 
volatility. 
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DISCLOSURES 
©2024 Brookfield Public Securities Group LLC (“PSG”) is an SEC-
registered investment adviser and is registered as a portfolio manager 
in each of the provinces and territories of Canada and represents the 
Public Securities Group of Brookfield Corporation and Brookfield 
Asset Management Ltd. (together, “Brookfield”), providing global listed 
real assets strategies including real estate equities, infrastructure 
equities, multi-strategy real asset solutions and real asset debt. PSG 
manages separate accounts, registered funds and opportunistic 
strategies for institutional and individual clients, including financial 
institutions, public and private pension plans, insurance companies, 
endowments and foundations, sovereign wealth funds and high-net-
worth investors. PSG is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Brookfield, a leading global alternative asset manager. 

The foregoing information is provided by PSG.  Although such 
information is believed to be reliable, it may be subject to change 
without notice. An investor or financial intermediary should not rely on 
this information as their sole source in determining whether to buy, 
sell or process trading activity in shares of a fund. Brookfield Public 
Securities Group LLC expressly disclaims all liability for errors and 
omissions in these materials and for the use or interpretation by 
others of information contained on the site. 

Performance data quoted represents past performance and is no 
guarantee of future results. Performance quoted without sales 
charges would be reduced if the sales charges were applied. 
Investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate 
so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or 
less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or 
higher than the performance data quoted. Performance includes the 
reinvestment of income, dividends and capital gain distributions. To 
obtain performance information current to the most recent month-end, 
please call +1 (212) 549-8380 or (855) 777-8001 (toll-free). 

A fund's investment objectives, risks, changes and expenses must be 
considered carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this 
and other important information about the investment company, and it 
may be obtained by calling +1 (212) 549-8380 or visiting 
www.brookfield.com. Please read the prospectus carefully before 
investing. 

Investing in the Fund involves risk. Principal loss is possible. 

Certain funds may invest assets in securities of issuers domiciled 
outside the United States, including issuers from emerging markets. 
Foreign investing involves special risks, including foreign currency risk 
and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse political, 
economic or other developments. 

An investor should consider a fund's investment objectives, risks, 
charges and expenses carefully before investing. 

The information in this publication is not and is not intended as 
investment advice, an indication of trading intent or holdings, or 
prediction of investment performance. Views and information 
expressed herein are subject to change at any time. Brookfield 
disclaims any responsibility to update such views and/or information. 
This information is deemed to be from reliable sources; however, 
Brookfield does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. This 
publication is not intended to and does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, 
product or service (nor shall any security, product or service be 
offered or sold) in any jurisdiction in which Brookfield is not licensed to 
conduct business and/or an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would 
be unavailable or unlawful.  

Opinions expressed herein are current opinions of Brookfield Public 
Securities Group LLC, including its subsidiaries and affiliates, and are 
subject to change without notice. Brookfield Public Securities Group 
LLC, including its subsidiaries and affiliates, assumes no 
responsibility to update such information or to notify clients of any 
changes. Any outlooks, forecasts or portfolio weightings presented 
herein are as of the date appearing on this material only and are also 
subject to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of 
future performance and the value of investments and the income 
derived from those investments can fluctuate. Future returns are not 
guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing in MLPs 
involves material income tax risks and certain other risks. Actual 
results, performance or events may be affected by, without limitation, 
(1) general economic conditions, (2) performance of financial markets, 
(3) interest rate levels, (4) changes in laws and regulations and (5) 
changes in the policies of governments and/or regulatory authorities. 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  

Information herein contains, includes, or is based upon forward-
looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws, 
specifically Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as 
amended, and Canadian securities laws. Forward-looking statements 
include all statements, other than statements of historical fact, that 
address future activities, events or developments, including, without 
limitation, business or investment strategy or measures to implement 
strategy, competitive strengths, goals, expansion and growth of our 
business, plans, prospects and references to our future success. You 
can identify these statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly 
to historical or current facts. Words such as “anticipate,” “estimate,” 
“expect,” “project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe” and other similar words 
are intended to identify these forward-looking statements. Forward-
looking statements can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by 
known or unknown risks and uncertainties. Many such factors will be 
important in determining our actual future results or outcomes. 
Consequently, no forward-looking statement can be guaranteed. Our 
actual results or outcomes may vary materially. Given these 
uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-
looking statements.  

INDEX PROVIDER DISCLAIMER   

Index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only and does 
not predict or depict the performance of any investment. There may 
be material factors relevant to any such comparison such as 
differences in volatility and regulatory and legal restrictions between 
the indexes shown and any investment in a Brookfield strategy, 
composite, or fund. Brookfield obtained all index data from third-party 
index sponsors and believes the data to be accurate; however, 
Brookfield makes no representation regarding its accuracy. Indexes 
are unmanaged and cannot be purchased directly by investors. There 
may be material factors relevant to any such comparison such as 
differences in volatility and regulatory and legal restrictions between 
the indexes shown and a Brookfield strategy, composite, or mutual 
fund.  

Brookfield Public Securities Group LLC does not own or participate in 
the construction or day-to-day management of the indexes referenced 
in this document. The index information provided is for your 
information only and does not imply or predict that a Brookfield Public 
Securities Group LLC product will achieve similar results. This 
information is subject to change without notice.   

The indexes referenced in this document do not reflect any fees, 
expenses, sales charges, or taxes. It is not possible to invest directly 
in an index. The index sponsors permit use of their indexes and 
related data on an "as is" basis, make no warranties regarding same, 
do not guarantee the suitability, quality, accuracy, timeliness and/or 
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completeness of their index or any data included in, related to or 
derived therefrom, and assume no liability in connection with the use 
of the foregoing. The index sponsors have no liability for any direct, 
indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential, or other damages 
(including loss of profits). The index sponsors do not sponsor, 
endorse, or recommend Brookfield Public Securities Group LLC or 
any of its products or services. Unless otherwise noted, all indexes 
are Total Return indexes. 

INDEX DEFINITIONS  

The Bloomberg Commodity Index is a broadly diversified index that 
tracks the commodities markets through commodity futures contracts. 

The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market-capitalization-
weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market 
performance of developed markets. 

The S&P 500 Index is an equity index of 500 widely held, large-
capitalization U.S. companies. 

The U.S. 10-Year Treasury Note is a debt obligation issued by the 
United States government that matures in 10 years and pays interest 
at a fixed rate once every six months and pays the face value to the 
holder at maturity. 

West Texas Intermediate Crude Oil is a crude oil stream produced in 
Texas and southern Oklahoma which serves as a reference or 
"marker" for pricing a number of other crude streams and which is 
traded in the domestic spot market at Cushing, Oklahoma. 


